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Many everyday activities, such as engaging in conversation or listening to a story, require us to sustain attention
over a prolonged period of time while integrating and synthesizing complex episodic content into a coherent
mental model. Humans are remarkably capable of navigating and keeping track of all the parallel social activities
of everyday life even when confronted with interruptions or changes in the environment. However, the under-
lying cognitive and neurocognitive mechanisms of such long-term integration and profiling of information
remain a challenge to neuroscience. While brain activity is generally traceable within the short time frame of
working memory (milliseconds to seconds), these integrative processes last for minutes, hours or even days.
Here we report two experiments on story comprehension. Experiment I establishes a cognitive dissociation be-
tween our comprehension of plot and incidental facts in narratives: when episodicmaterial allows for long-term
integration in a coherent plot, we recall fewer factual details. However, when plot formation is challenged, we
paymore attention to incidental facts. Experiment II investigates the neural underpinnings of plot formation. Re-
sults suggest a central role for the brain's defaultmode network related to comprehension of coherent narratives
while incoherent episodes rather activate the frontoparietal control network.Moreover, an analysis of cortical ac-
tivity as a function of the cumulative integration of narrativematerial into a coherent story reveals to linearmod-
ulations of right hemisphere posterior temporal and parietal regions. Together these findings point to key neural
mechanisms involved in the fundamental human capacity for cumulative plot formation.

© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction

Humans live complicated lives. Compared to even our nearest pri-
mate relatives, we have become reliant on hugely distributed and mul-
tileveled social and cultural structures and organization. Yet humans
seem remarkably capable of navigating andkeeping track of all the com-
plex and interwoven narratives of life (ex. intrigues at the working
place, international politics, fictional movies or family relations) while
sustaining focus across changes in their environments. It takes sustained
neurocognitive processing to engage in the extended, long-term and
complex social activities and relations of human society. Although neu-
ral activity is generally traceable within the relatively short time frame
of working memory, it is not clear how the brain can sustain a longer-
term focus, while continuously integrating new experiential content
into a coherent representational structure or situation model (Zwaan,
Langston, and Graesser, 1995).

An example of a task that requires such sustained attention is listen-
ing to a story (Smallwood, McSpadden, and Schooler, 2008). Despite in-
terruptions or major changes in the environment surrounding the
listener, the focus can be maintained—in principle for hours—and the
thematic content can be continuously updated, integrated and synthe-
sized into a coherent cognitive model. Often the length of such interac-
tions far exceeds the assumed limits of working memory (Baddeley,
2003). Likewise, the dynamic and continuous nature of the process
lends itself uneasily to the ideas of encoding, consolidation and retrieval
characteristic of most models of long-term memory (Blumenfeld and
Ranganath, 2007). This kind of “slow” processing (Donald, 2007) is es-
pecially important in the comprehension of social events that extend
over significant periods of time. Such events can last for minutes,
hours, or days and present a challenge for the basic theory of nervous
activity: how and where in the brain is the longer-term synthesis of
complex stimulus material achieved?

Recent developments in the study of the brain's default mode net-
work (DMN) can supply some initial intuitions. The default mode net-
work comprises areas along the anterior and posterior midline, the
lateral parietal cortex, prefrontal cortex, and the medial temporal lobe.
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It was originally found to activate when experimental participants were
not focusing attention on the here-and-now immediacy of a task and
was thus thought to reflect the ‘resting brain’ (Esposito et al., 2006;
Raichle et al., 2001) or ‘spontaneous, unconstrained thought’
(Andrews-Hanna et al., 2010a, 2010b; Buckner, Andrews-Hanna, and
Schacter, 2008; Harrison et al., 2008; Mason et al., 2007; Smallwood,
Brown, Baird, and Schooler, 2011). However, over the last decade, re-
searchers have been reconsidering the possible cognitive adaptations
of the default mode network (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2010a, 2010b). Re-
cent studies suggest that it is also associated with more goal-oriented
and constructive processes of multi-episode integration, imagining the
future and mental scene construction (Hassabis and Maguire, 2007; D.
L. Schacter and Addis, 2007; Spreng,Mar, and Kim, 2009), requiring par-
ticipants to attend beyond the immediacy of current perceptions
(Smallwood, 2013; Smallwood et al., 2013). Furthermore, findings sug-
gest that the default mode network flexibly couples with other net-
works to accomplish memory-related functional goals. For instance, it
has been found that a network of areas in lateral prefrontal and parietal
cortex, termed the frontoparietal control network, coactivatewith thede-
fault mode network as a function of increased task demands (Meyer,
Spunt, Berkman, Taylor, and Lieberman, 2012; Schacter et al., 2012;
Summerfield, Hassabis, and Maguire, 2010), possibly associated with
the extent to which constructive processes rely on memory (Baird,
Smallwood, Gorgolewski, and Margulies, 2013).

Based on these observations, we hypothesize that the default mode
network could subserve long-term, time-dependent cumulative syn-
thesis of episodic information, henceforth plot formation. While most
psychological experiments require us to momentarily focus attention
on the subtleties of immediate perception within the short duration of

an experimental trial, our everyday engagements in tasks, conversa-
tions and narratives only become meaningful to the extent that we
can integrate and profile local information in relation to larger coherent
situationmodels and story plots. We argue that this might be one of the
main cognitive roles of the default mode network.

In the following, we address the role of the default mode network in
the continuous cumulative synthesis of complex verbal stimuli into co-
herent plot structures. We define plot information as content crucial for
the understanding of the subsequent events in a story. Often the plot
comprises characters' motives or attitudes, incidents with fatal implica-
tion, or other aspects of causal relevance. In contrast, incidental facts are
descriptive material that have no causal relevance for the subsequent
events and often consist of characters' age, hair color, brand of car, etc.
In two experiments, a behavioral and an fMRI brain imaging study, par-
ticipants listened to crime stories divided into a series of short episodes.
However, these episodes were interleaved with randomly chosen epi-
sodes from a set of distractor stories that did not allow for integration
into a coherent plot (see Fig. 1). The experimental design allows us to
study behavioral and brain components of our experience of stimuli
affording long-term cumulative plot formation in contrast to stimuli
that resist such integration and merely require local attention and
processing.

Experiment I targeted participants' memory for plot-related infor-
mation and incidental facts in the crime stories. When listening to a
story, we continuously attribute differential significance to various
pieces of information in anticipation of their role in the overall plot of
the story (cf. 'foregrounding', Gernsbacher, Robertson, Palladino, and
Werner, 2004; Talmy, 2000; Zwaan et al., 1995). To the extent that a
story allows for cumulative integration of information into a coherent
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Fig. 1. Schematic depictions of the stimulus presentation design: through five sessions, participants listened to stories divided into 20 sec episodes. Six episodes together constituted a
coherent story. However these episodes were interleaved with randomly chosen episodes from a set of distractor stories.
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plot structure, we predict that the recipient will tend to direct attention
to key events and details while relaxing less important descriptive ma-
terial (‘incidental facts’). Participants will thus display better memory
for plot-related material than incidental facts. However, if plot forma-
tion is challenged—i.e. if story elements donot allow for smooth integra-
tion and causal attribution as in the case of random filler episodes—we
predict that the recipient cannot reliably assign differential significance
to these elements with the effect that all information potentially
appears equally important. In effect, participants will remember more
incidental facts.

Experiment II used the same experimental design but employed
functionalMRI to investigate the neurophysiological basis of plot forma-
tion. This design provides a basis for assessingwhether there is differen-
tial activation of the default mode network and the frontoparietal
control network in response to story episodes affording long-term
cumulative plot formation in contrast to episodes that resist such inte-
gration. In addition, the design allows us to identify brain areas that
modulate their activity as a function of the increasing between-
episode accumulation and profiling of information into a coherent se-
mantic structure and to test hypotheses regarding systematic relations
between performance on memory questions and brain activations.

Materials and methods

Experiment I: remembering plot relevant versus incidental information

Participants
Twenty-five adult participants (18 f/7m, agedM23.36±2.08), who

had all given informed written consent, took part in the experiment in
exchange for monetary compensation (DKK 200 ≈ USD 35). Partici-
pants were primarily recruited among Danish students at Aarhus
University.

Stimuli and experimental design
Stimuli were constructed from recordings of 15 short narratives of

two min. duration read aloud by a male actor voice. The narratives
were adopted from a series called ‘Crime Story of the Week’ published
in ‘Familie Journal’ (http://www.familiejournal.dk), a popular Danish
tabloid journal. They were all based on authentic criminal events evolv-
ing aroundmurder cases and spiced upwith sex, drugs and rock ‘n’ roll.

The participant sat in a quiet room in front of a laptop computer and
listened to the stimulus narratives through headphones. The experi-
ment was divided in five consecutive sessions consisting of a coherent
story divided up in six episodes of 20 s (henceforth coherent stories)
and interleaved with five episodes of 20 s randomly taken from a set
of ten distractor stories (henceforth incoherent stories) (see Fig. 1 for a
schematic representation of the stimulus design). A short break and a
neutral sine tone indicated the shift from one part to the next. Partici-
pants were informed about the structure of the stimulus presentation.

After each session the participant was presented with eight three-
alternative forced choice questions assessing the participants' recall of
different aspects of the stories. Questions and corresponding response
options were displayed on the screen. The order of questions and posi-
tion of the correct response itemwas randomized across trials. The par-
ticipants used the keys 1–3 on the computer keyboard to submit their
responses with no time constraint.

Questions were organized in a standard 2-by-2 factorial design with
the factors stimulus type (coherence +/−) and question type (plot rele-
vance +/−). Four questions thus addressed plot-relevant information
(two for the coherent story and two for the distractor episodes), and
four addressed incidental, descriptive facts of no relevance to the plot
(again two for the coherent story and two for the distractors).

We defined plot questions as relating to information crucial for the
understanding of the subsequent events in the stories. Often these
were related to the characters' motives or attitudes, incidents with
fatal implication, or other aspects of causal relevance. In contrast,

incidental facts were defined as information with no relevance for the
subsequent events or the overall plot. These questions often concerned
casual facts like the profession, age or looks of the characters, the brand
of car driven by a character, particular place names, family relations, etc.

Analysis
Individual accuracy scores from participants' responses to the recol-

lection questions went into a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA. The
directionality of effects was explored with planned post hoc paired-
sample t-tests. All analyses were performed in MATLAB version 2011b
(Mathworks Inc. Sherborn, MA).

Experiment II: cumulative plot formation in the brain

Participants
Twenty-four right-handed adult participants (different from the

ones participating in experiment I), 12 female/12 male, aged M = 23.5
(SD = 2.7) who had all given their written consent in correspondence
with the requirements of the local ethical committee participated in
the experiment in exchange for monetary compensation. The partici-
pants were mainly recruited among students at the humanities and
health sciences at Aarhus University.

Stimuli and experimental design
The auditory stimuli and presentation design were identical to Ex-

periment I, i.e. five sessions comprising a coherent story presented in
six episodes and interleaved with five randomly chosen episodes from
different narratives with an inter-stimulus interval of 2000 ms. Howev-
er, in order to optimize the paradigm for MR (e.g. not exhaust partici-
pants and complicate response recording), we replaced the elaborate
multiple-choice questions with four yes/no-questions following each
session. The questions were displayed at the center of the screen and
participants responded by pressing one of two buttons with their right
hand index and middle finger. Two questions would address coherent
and two questions incoherent story episodes. The questions targeted in-
cidental facts like characters' professions, brands of car, names of places,
etc. The purpose of these questions was partly to keep participants con-
centrated and attentive both to coherent and incoherent stories, partly
to investigate individual differences in brain activity in response to
plot formation as a function of participants' behavioral responses.

Scanning parameters
We used a 3 T Siemens TIM Trio MRI systemwith a 12 channel head

coil to acquire the T2* weighted gradient echo, echo-planar images
(EPI) with Blood Oxygenation Level-Dependent (BOLD) contrast using
the following parameters: echo time (TE): 27 ms, repetition time
(TR): 3020 ms, and a flip angle of 90°. Four hundred fifty-seven
whole-brain imageswere obtained over fifty-six sequential, interleaved
2 mm axial slices with a 2 × 2 mm resolution and a field of view of
192 × 192 mm. In addition, we simultaneously monitored respiration
and heart rate. Each scanning session took 23 min.

Behavioral analysis
Participants' response accuracies to the memory questions were

averaged and compared between conditions and chance level using
paired-sample t-tests, run in MATLAB.

fMRI analysis
All fMRI data analyses were conducted using SPM8 (Statistical Para-

metric Mapping, Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience,
London) implemented in MATLAB using default settings unless other-
wise specified. Images were spatially realigned, normalized to the MNI
template and smoothed with an isotropic 8 mm FWHM Gaussian ker-
nel. Statistical analysis was conducted following a two-level general lin-
earmodel approach (Penny andHolmes, 2007). On thefirst-level, single
participant task-related BOLD responses were modeled for each subject
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by convolving condition onsets and durations with the standard hemo-
dynamic response function and effects for each conditionwere estimat-
ed using a general linear model approach. The first part of the coherent
stories in each session was omitted, as the conditions would only differ
from the secondpart onwards. Two t-contrastswere estimated. Thefirst
contrast tested for the general effect of coherent over incoherent stories.
A second contrast tested for the linear increase in activation level of
coherent against incoherent story episodes related to the continuous ac-
cumulation of new information in a plot structure (see Fig. 3). Serial cor-
relations were modeled explicitly using Nuisance Variable Regression
(NVR), which has been shown superior to standard AR(1) modeling
(Lund, Madsen, Sidaros, Luo, & Nichols, 2006). In addition to the SPM8
default High-Pass filter (128 s cut off) we included the following covar-
iates into the design matrix: 12 RETROICOR regressors (Glover, Li, &
Ress, 2000) based on recordings of pulse (6) and respiration (6), and
24 regressors modeling residual movement artifacts as a Volterra ex-
pansion of the movement parameters (Friston, Williams, Howard,
Frackowiak, and Turner, 1996).

Contrast images from the two first-level analyses went into a
second-level RFX group analysis using the one-sample t-test method
in SPM8. The significance threshold was set to p b .05, FDR corrected
for multiple comparisons. All corrections were carried out at the peak
voxel level following the recommendations of Friston et al (1995). Func-
tional images were overlaid with the standard SPM8 single subject high
resolution T1 image.

In order to investigate individual variability in brain activation as a
function of participants' responses to the memory questions, we calcu-
lated the percent difference in participants' accuracy on factual ques-
tions to coherent and incoherent story parts. The difference score was
then tested against participants' contrast estimates in the peak voxel
of the model testing for linear increase in brain response as a function
of cumulative plot formation using the glmfit function in Matlab.

Results

Experiment 1

Participants generally performed well in the recollection task and
scored an average accuracy of 74% (SD=16%). The ANOVA analysis re-
vealed no significant main effects of the individual factors, but a strong
2-way interaction, F(1,24)= 36.84, p b .0001. Post hoc paired-sample t-
tests revealed a number of additional effects: for coherent stories the ac-
curacy of plot questionswere significantly higher (M=84%, SD=14%)
than for incidental facts (M= 68%, SD= 13%), t(24) = 6.18, p b .0001.
For incoherent stories an opposite effect was foundwith higher accura-
cy for incidental facts (M = 78%, SD = 16%), than for plot questions
(M=65%, SD=23%), t(24)=−3.0, p b .01. Furthermore, the accuracy
for plot questionswas significantly higher for coherent (M=84%, SD=
14%) than for in incoherent stories (M=65%, SD=23%), t(24)= 5.19,
p b .0001, while the accuracy for casual facts is significantly higher for
incoherent (M = 78%, SD= 16%), than for coherent stories (M = 68%,
SD= 13%), t(24) = 2.49, p b .05 (see Fig. 2).

Experiment 2

Participants responded significantly less accurately to yes/no ques-
tions about incidental facts for coherent story episodes than incoherent,
t(1,24) = −3.30, p b .005. Responses for coherent story episodes were
at chance level, t(1,24) = 0.53, p = ns, while responses for incoherent
story episodes were significantly over chance, t(1,24)= 6.04, p b .0001.

Relative to incoherent story episodes, coherent story episodes
yielded significant activations of posterior cingulate gyrus/precuneus,
anterior prefrontal cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, right hippocampus and
right caudate nucleus, as well as large areas of the temporal lobes ex-
tending from the temporal poles to the temporo-parietal junction

bilaterally with peaks in right temporal pole and left middle temporal
lobe. Many of these sites are considered part of the default mode net-
work (see Table 1A and Fig. 3a for details).
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Table 1
fMRI activations sites and z-scores for A: coherent N incoherent episodes, B: incoherent N
coherent episodes, C: cumulative plot formation for coherent N incorherent, D: cumulative
plot formation for coherent N baseline. All contrasts are thresholded at p b .05, FDR
corrected for multiple comparisons.

Putative anatomical regions Z-scores Coordinates (MNI)

x y z

A: Coherent N incoherent episodes
Superior temporal pole (R) 6.35 52 10 −20
Middle temporal lobe (L) 5.85 −52 −16 −8
Posterior cingulate/precuneus (R) 5.48 2 −56 28
mPFC (L) 5.14 −6 52 42
Orbito frontal cortex (L) 5.14 −2 58 −12
Post central gyrus (L) 5.05 −60 −12 38
IFG opercularis (R) 4.70 54 14 22
Hippocampus (R) 4.55 22 −8 −16
Caudate (R) 4.35 20 12 10

B: Incoherent N coherent episodes
Anterior cingulate gyrus (R) 6.53 4 28 34
Middle frontal/frontopolar cortex (R) 6.22 34 48 28
Inferior parietal lobe (R) 6.22 52 −44 50
Inferior parietal lobe (L) 5.93 −56 −42 52
DLPFC (R) 5.72 46 40 30
DLPFC (L) 4.47 −32 42 28
Inferior temporal lobe (R) 5.56 58 −36 −16
Anterior insula (R) 5.10 36 16 0
Anterior insula (L) 4.82 −36 14 2
Superior frontal gyrus/frontal eye fields (R) 4.50 26 8 64
Superior frontal gyrus/frontal eye fields (L) 3.61 −16 6 64
Inferior temporal lobe (L) 4.26 −58 −58 −10

C: Cumulative plot-formation—coherent N incoherent
Posterior cingulate/precuneus (R) 5.66 6 −64 30
Posterior cingulate/precuneus (L) 4.12 −4 −60 40
Superior temporal sulcus (R) 5.18 62 −44 12
Middle temporal gyrus (R) 4.49 50 −2 −20
Middle frontal/frontopolar cortex (L) 4.03 −50 24 40
Precentral gyrus (L) 3.99 −42 10 46
Superior frontal lobe (R) 3.98 30 48 8
Middle temporal lobe (L) 3.80 −50 −50 8

D: Cumulative plot-formation—coherent N baseline
Superior temporal lobe (L) 7.37 −64 −16 2
Superior temporal lobe (R) 6.72 60 −22 2
Postcentral gyrus (R) 5.06 40 −28 58
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In contrast, incoherent story episodes yielded stronger activations in
the frontopolar cortex, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex bilaterally, the an-
terior cingulate gyrus, superior frontal gyrus/frontal eye fields bilateral-
ly, the anterior insula bilaterally, the inferior parietal lobes bilaterally,
and the inferior temporal lobes bilaterally. Areas that have putatively
been suggested part of a frontoparietal control network (see Table 1B
and Fig. 3b).

The parametric model assuming linearly increasing activity as a
function of cumulative plot formation over coherent versus incoherent
episodes was found significant in right hemisphere middle and pos-
terior superior temporal sulcus/angular gyrus, posterior cingulate/
precuneus, right superior frontal lobe and the precentral gyrus bilateral-
ly. The opposite contrast yielded no significant activations (see Table 1C
and Fig. 4).

Fig. 3. fMRI results. a: all coherent events contrasted to all incoherent events gives activation of the default mode network, in particular posterior cingulate gyrus/precuneus, anterior
prefrontal cortex, right hippocampus and middle temporal cortices. b: All incoherent events contrasted to all coherent events activated the frontoparietal control network, in particular
the frontopolar, the anterior insula bilaterally, and the inferior parietal lobes bilaterally (p b .05, FDR corrected for multiple comparisons).
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When tested against a neutral baseline of unmodelled events, the
plot formation model was found significant in superior temporal sulci
bilaterally and the right postcentral gyrus, see Table 1D.

Variability in participants' default mode network response to cumu-
lative plot formation was significantly predicted by individual differ-
ences in their responses to the memory questions. Participants who
were more accurate in their responses to fact questions about incoher-
ent than coherent stories also had stronger contrast estimates in the
posterior superior temporal sulcus, slope = 1.99, p b 0.05(see Fig. 5).

Discussion

In everyday life, we constantly navigate in and out of multiple paral-
lel narratives: the ongoing projects and conversations at work, all the
daily and weekly cycles of family life, our favorite television shows
and bedtime novels. Even though these contexts present themselves
in series of interrupted segments often scattered over huge time pe-
riods, they tend to constitute perfectly well-formed and coherent expe-
riences in conscious memory. This ability to cumulate, synthesize and
profile fragmented information into coherent narratives seems an abso-
lutely central key in understanding the complex and distributed charac-
ter of human cognition and social organization (Donald, 2007).

In this study we investigated the behavioral and neural processes
related to cumulative synthesis of information associated with the
reception of episodic content in such interleaved and scattered event
structures.

Recalling episodic content: plot versus incidental facts

In the first experiment, we found that the extent to which indi-
vidual story episodes allow for cumulative plot formation affects
the participant's attention to—and recall of—different types of informa-
tion.When presented with episodes that afforded integration into a co-
herent story, participants remembered plot-relevant details such as
characters' motives, dispositions and key events. However, they had
problems recalling casual descriptive details such as characters' profes-
sion, age, brand of car etc. when thesewere of little or no importance to
the overall plot. The opposite effect was found when participants were
presented with story episodes that did not relate to each other to form
coherent narratives. Here, as expected, participants generally faired
worse on plot-related questions: it is hard to pick up information crucial

for the plot when plot formation is severely interrupted. However, in
this condition participants showed enhanced memory for incidental,
descriptive content. The behavioral testing recorded in the scanner in
relation to Experiment II replicated these findings (although, here we
asked yes/no questions and only concerning incidental facts): Partici-
pants showed significantly greater recall for incidental facts when pre-
sented with incoherent story episodes than coherent story episodes. In
fact, participants performed at chance when tested on coherent stories,
suggesting that incidental details get profoundly backgrounded when
plot construction is made possible. Together the findings suggest that
the continuous construction of a narrative plot works to profile certain
information as salient foreground crucial for understanding the overall
course of the story, while other information (incidental facts) come to
merely constitute the background (Gernsbacher et al., 2004). Our ob-
servations resonate with studies on reading and mind wandering
(Smallwood et al., 2008). Here, mindwandering was found particularly
detrimental to understanding if it occurred at critical plot-related mo-
ments during the reading of narratives. When plot formation is chal-
lenged, participants suddenly lack an important criterion of relevance,
making all information equally salient. In our study, participants' behav-
ior seems indicative of an implicit strategy to remember more casual
details in the hope that subsequent events will allow them to retrospec-
tively reconstruct the plot.

Longer-term integration: a role for the default mode network?

Experiment II relied on fMRI to investigate brain structures sub-
serving long-term, cumulative plot formation. Contrasting coherent
story episodes against incoherent episodes, we observed strong activa-
tions in areas of the default mode network including mPFC, posterior
cingulate, right hippocampus, caudate nucleus and medial temporal
gyrus extending to temporal poles and angular gyrus/TPJ. These areas
have previously been found to consistently activate in studies on seman-
tic integration. Relying on a between-subject correlational fMRI tech-
nique, Hasson and colleagues (Hasson, Yang, Vallines, Heeger, and
Rubin, 2008; Lerner, Honey, Silbert, and Hasson, 2011) presented par-
ticipants with narrative stimuli either scrambled at the level of words,
sentences, or paragraphs and contrasted them with processes associat-
ed with a full seven-minute narrative. As a function of increasingly larg-
er windows of semantic integration, they found enhanced activity of
mPFC, posterior cingulate/precuneus as well as posterior superior tem-
poral areas bilaterally. Their findings thus suggest a hierarchical cortical
organizationwith longer time scales of integration selectively recruiting
areas of the default mode network. While in these studies the cognitive
implications are not directly assessed, other studies point to the con-
structive and cumulative character of such long-term semantic integra-
tion. Through a series of studies, Hassabis and Maguire investigated
themodulation of the default mode network in tasks that required par-
ticipants to construct coherentmental scenes frommultiple sequential-
ly presented pieces of information (Hassabis and Maguire, 2007, 2009).
Interestingly, a recent study found that in these contexts, the activation
profile in posterior cortical regions (e.g. angular gyrus and intra-parietal
sulcus) followed the semantic saturation of a scene as reported by par-
ticipants (Summerfield et al., 2010). This suggests that these integration
processes are modulated by the structure of semantic content rather
than mere quantity of stimulus integrated.

The default mode network has also been consistently found in stud-
ies on prospective cognition, that is, situations where we draw upon
memory to simulate future events (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2010a,
2010b; Gerlach, Spreng, Gilmore, and Schacter, 2011; D. L. Schacter
and Addis, 2007; D.L. Schacter et al., 2012). In these cases, the default
mode network is involved in the continuous updating of prospective
mental models to guide attention and action in anticipatory ways.

While semantic integration and prospective cognition have been
considered different functions associated with the default mode
network, we argue that they both form key elements of cumulative

Fig. 5. The relation between behavioral responses and activity in the temporal DMN. The
x-axis reflects individual participants' differences in accuracy on memory questions
concerning coherent and incoherent stories. The y-axis reflects their contrast estimates
from the right pSTS in the test of linear increase as a function of cumulative plot formation.
The larger the difference in accuracy, the stronger the contrast estimate.
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plot formation: a process that integrates new information in the context
of an ongoing situation or narrative to construct and continuously up-
date the plot, which provides a prospective model of the overall story
line. As suggested by our behavioral findings, such models in turn pro-
vide a criterion for differential distribution of attention in the narratives
with the consequence that some information come to constitute fore-
groundwhile other information is pushed to the background.Moreover,
adding to existing evidence, the present findings indicate how the
default mode network is involved in integrative, constructive, and
prospective processes spanning even fragmented and interrupted
experiences over larger time intervals.

Cumulative plot formation and the right middle and posterior temporal
gyrus

To test which brain areaswouldmodulate their activity as a function
of the continuous cumulative integration of information into a coherent
story, we applied a parametric model assuming a linear increase in acti-
vation through coherent story episodes, in contrast to incoherent story
episodes where such semantic accumulation is not possible. Faced
with the task of long-termmaintenance of existing content, and integra-
tion of new episodic content into one coherent semantic representation,
we hypothesized that somebrain areaswould continuously up-regulate
their activity over the course of a coherent narrative. Again, this analysis
yielded activation in the default mode network, however, this time only
in a particular subset of areas including posterior cingulate/precuneus,
right middle and posterior temporal gyrus, extending towards TPJ.
Although laterality effects are not directly tested in these analyses, we
notice that primarily right hemisphere posterior temporal regions
seem to continuously increase activity in response to the cumulative de-
velopment of a narrative plot line. Modulation of right temporal areas in
response to complex narrative integration has previously been ob-
served (Xu, Kemeny, Park, Frattali, and Braun, 2005), although not in
the context of continuous cumulative plot formation.

This result coincides with the classic view that the right hemisphere
is involved in processing of global aspects of linguistic contents
(Poeppel, 2003; St George, Kutas, Martinez, and Sereno, 1999), also sup-
ported by right hemisphere lesion studies (Weed, McGregor, Feldbaek
Nielsen, Roepstorff, and Frith, 2010). In addition to the general observa-
tion of a right hemisphere network for cumulative plot formation,
explorative mapping of contrast estimates revealed differential under-
lying sources of contrast differences within the network.While contras-
tive patterns in middle and posterior temporal regions were driven by
increase in activity over coherent episodes, activity in the precuneus
was rather driven by gradual decrease of activity in response to incoher-
ent episodes. This indicates that areas in closer proximity to primary
perceptual regions are mainly responsible for the cumulative buffering
of information potentially relevant for the evolving plotline. The poste-
rior cingulate/precuneus—in turn—maintained a stable level of activa-
tion throughout the coherent episodes in contrast to a gradual drop in
activity in response to incoherent episodes. This indicates that this
node might be responsible for the long-term constructive integration
process,which relies on thebuffered information from temporal regions
(Daselaar et al., 2008).

The frontoparietal control network and incoherent episodic content

Interestingly, when contrasting incoherent episodes against coher-
ent ones we find strong activations in a network, comprising, among
others, the frontopolar cortex, the anterior cingulate, dorsolateral pre-
frontal cortex, anterior insula and lateral parietal cortex. This network,
sometimes referred to as the frontoparietal control network (Vincent,
Kahn, Snyder, Raichle, and Buckner, 2008), has been suggested to have
a mediating role between the default mode network primarily con-
cerned with self-generated thought and the dorsal attention network

oriented towards external environmental stimuli (Fox et al., 2005;
Vincent et al., 2008). Not unlike the default mode network, the
frontoparietal control network has been associated with cognitive
tasks requiring maintenance or integration of information over
sustained periods of time (Dosenbach et al., 2006; Velanova et al.,
2003; Yarkoni et al., 2005). However, the frontoparietal control network
has also been observed to activate in studies requiring participants to
integrate working memory processes with enhanced attentional
demands to simultaneously consider multiple conflicting contingencies
(Crone, Wendelken, Donohue, and Bunge, 2006; Koechlin, Basso,
Pietrini, Panzer, and Grafman, 1999; Kroger et al., 2002). Along similar
lines, activity in one of the central nodes in this network—the
frontopolar cortex—is consistently modulated by the degree of uncer-
tainty when multiple alternative interpretations are simultaneously
present (Yoshida and Ishii, 2006), or when participants depart from
one interpretation to check alternative ones (Daw, O'Doherty, Dayan,
Seymour, and Dolan, 2006; Koechlin and Hyafil, 2007).

In the present study,we found the frontoparietal network to activate
when participants were confronted with individual story episodes
resisting integration with preceding episodes. In these cases, partici-
pants could not rely on preceding episodes to offer a model by which
new information could be integrated and profiled, and in effect each
single episode had to be individually modeled. This is likely to exert in-
creased attentional demands on participants: without preceding con-
text, there are no criteria by which to differentially distribute attention
to the relevant details and all information may appear equally impor-
tant. This is supported by the behavioral finding that participants
tended to have better recollection for otherwise insignificant casual
facts in this condition.

Relations between behavior and brain response

Interestingly, individual variability in participants' DMN responses
was predicted by their behavioral responses to the memory questions
in the scanner. Those participants who had very different levels of accu-
racy on questions to coherent and incoherent stories (lower on coher-
ent) were also those who had higher contrast estimates in right pSTS
to the parametric model assuming linear increase in brain activity
over coherent story parts. Following predictions from experiment 1, ac-
tivity in temporal areas of the DMN is modulated by participants' atten-
tion to various aspects of the stories: When presented to story content
that affords plot-formation, participants form representations at a
longer-term, superordinate level, however at the expense of attention
to factual details. Participants who paid less attention to incidental
facts in coherent stories than in incoherent stories had better fits to
the model in temporal parts of the DMN, than those who attended
more evenly to facts in both coherent and incoherent stories. This is a
strong indication that modulations in DMN activity is indeed systemat-
ically linked to functional cognitive processes of long-term integration
and synthesis of episodic content, that is, cumulative plot formation.

General discussion

Since the first discovery of the default mode network by Raichle and
colleagues more than ten years ago, researchers have wondered about
its possible cognitive adaptations. From initial ideas about resting states
and mind wandering, recent studies have suggested the engagement of
this network in more goal-oriented cognitive processes of for instance
semantic integration, scene construction, and simulation of the future.
In this study we present behavioral and neurocognitive evidence that
the default mode network is involved in a process of cumulative plot
formation, possibly drawing on several of these other components.
Cumulative plot formation allows us to keep track of even scattered ep-
isodic content and integrating it into larger scale coherent semantic
clusters such as for instance narratives. This process involves three
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central components: 1) integration of episodic content over larger time
intervals, 2) prospective modeling of this information into a coherent
plot line, 3) the profiling of information in foreground and background
relative to the plot to guide attention to future episodes. We found
that when a series of episodes afford integration into a coherent story
line, people remember information relevant for the overall plot while
they do not recall incidental facts (descriptive details). In these cases
we find brain activity in the default mode and in particular in right pos-
terior temporal areas and in precuneus. In contrast, when episodic con-
tent resists such long-term integration, people do not have a working
criterion for selective attention and thus tend to remember more inci-
dental facts. In these cases we observe activations of the frontoparietal
control network, a network often associated with the resolution of con-
flicting alternatives and tasks requiring increased attentional demands.
Together our findings point to the default mode as playing a key role in
the uniquely human capacity for long-term integration and synthesis of
episodic content associated with our constant navigation of multiple,
distributed and multileveled social and cultural contexts (Donald,
2007).
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